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We describe the calculation of the one-loop corrections to H → γγ and gg→ H within the four-
dimensional unsubtraction/loop-tree duality (FDU/LTD) approach. The fact that these corrections
are both IR and UV finite is not enough to perform the computation without a proper regulariza-
tion of the intermediate steps. We show how the FDU/LTD method unambiguously leads to the
proper result with a pure four-dimensional representation of the loop amplitude. Moreover, this
method allows us to obtain very compact expressions which share the same functional structure
independently of the particles circulating the loop. Besides this, asymptotic expansions for the
low and high mass regime naturally arise as a consequence of the smoothness of the integrands
obtained to describe the amplitudes.
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1. Introduction
The one-loop amplitudes for Higgs to massless gauge bosons are finite because there is no a
tree-level contribution in the Standard Model. However, the expressions involved are individually
ill-defined and the four-dimensional limit has to be considered carefully. In other terms, a finite
result does not guarantee that we can leave aside the regularization framework. In fact, a non-
consistent four-dimensional implementation would produce misleading results. Since the Higgs
amplitudes exhibit this pathological behaviour, we used them as a case of study for our method:
the four-dimensional unsubtraction (FDU) framework.
We center the discussion in two processes: Higgs production through gluon fusion and Higgs
decay into a photon pair. Whilst in the first case only massive coloured fermions can be included
in the loop, the diphoton decay also involves W bosons. We show in Ref. [1] that the structure
of all these contributions is universal, i.e. independent of the nature of the particle inside the
loop. However, the specific UV behaviour of the different contributions is slightly different: this
leads to potential discrepancies when naively considering the computation in four dimensions [2].
This problem can be easily solved within the FDU framework because we achieve a fully local
regularization.
1.1 Four-dimensional Unsubtraction (FDU) and Loop-Tree Duality (LTD)
The FDU framework is based on three key ideas: the loop-tree duality (LTD) theorem, a
momentum mapping between the virtual and real kinematics, and the introduction of local counter-
terms. The LTD establishes that loop amplitudes can be expressed as the sum of dual amplitudes,
which are built starting from tree-level like objects and replacing the loop measure with a phase-
space one. Explicitly, the master formula is given by
∫
ℓ
N
∏
i=1
GF(qi)≡−
N
∑
i=1
∫
ℓ
δ˜ (qi) ∏
j 6=i
GD(qi;q j) , (1.1)
for any scalar one-loop Feynman integral, with GF(qi) = 1/(q
2
i −m
2
i + ı0) and the dual propagators
GD(qi;q j) = 1/(q
2
j −m
2
j − ı0η · k ji) [3]. Notice that the prescription inside the dual propagators
involves an arbitrary space-like vector η and depends on both the cut line and the momentum
flow associated to the original propagator. Moreover, the theorem is valid beyond one-loop and,
also, when multiple powers of the propagators are present [4, 5]. The last statement is crucial for
the definition of local renormalization counter-terms, as we will briefly mention in the following
section.
Aside the purely theoretical developments, the LTD theorem has been succesfully applied to
compute numerically many tensorial multi-leg loop amplitudes [6]. The implementation is very
efficient since the expressions to be integrated do not contain any Gram determinant (which are
usually responsible of many numerical instabilities) and there are local cancellation among dual
contributions that render the whole integrand smooth.
On the other hand, the method relies on the possibility of regularizing the expressions at inte-
grand level and in four space-time dimensions. To deal with UV singularities, we need integrand-
level formulae for the renormalization factors, while the real-emission is directly used as a local
counter-term in the IR region through the application of a proper momentum mapping [7, 8, 9].
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This mapping is motivated by the universal factorization of IR singularities in the scattering ampli-
tudes [10, 11].
2. Results and discussion
In order to apply the LTD/FDU to the Higgs amplitudes, we introduce a tensor basis and then
define two projectors, i.e.
P
µν
1 =
1
d−2
(
η µν −
2pν1 p
µ
2
s12
− (d−1)
2p
µ
1 p
ν
2
s12
)
, P
µν
2 =
2p
µ
1 p
ν
2
s12
, (2.1)
which allow us to extract the relevant scalar coefficients. The momenta of the photons/gluons is
p1 and p2 with s12 = (p1 + p2)
2. Whilst the first projector is associated to the only non-trivial
contribution to the physical amplitude, the second one vanishes, because of Ward’s identities, after
integration. So, we define A
(1, f )
i = P
µν
i A
(1, f )
µν as the one-loop projected scalar amplitudes.
Then, we apply the LTD decomposition into dual contributions. In this case, there are four
different propagators, so we obtain four dual terms associated to the internal momenta q1 = ℓ+ p1,
q2 = ℓ+ p12, q3 = ℓ and q4 = ℓ+ p2. Since the internal on-shell momenta can be related by unifying
the coordinate system, we add the four contributions and obtain
A
(1, f )
1 = g f
∫
ℓ
δ˜ (ℓ)
[(
ℓ
(+)
0
q
(+)
1,0
+
ℓ
(+)
0
q
(+)
4,0
+
2(2ℓ · p12)
2
s212− (2ℓ · p12− ı0)
2
)(
s12M
2
f
(2ℓ · p1)(2ℓ · p2)
c
( f )
1
+ c
( f )
2
)
+
2s212
s212− (2ℓ · p12− ı0)
2
c
( f )
3
]
, (2.2)
A
(1, f )
2 = g f
c
( f )
3
2
∫
ℓ
δ˜ (ℓ)
(
ℓ
(+)
0
q
(+)
1,0
+
ℓ
(+)
0
q
(+)
4,0
−2
)
, (2.3)
with f = {φ , t,W} denoting the flavour of the particle circulating the loop. It is important to
appreciate that the functional structure of the amplitudes is independent of the particle inside the
loop; all the information is contained in the coefficients c
( f )
i [1]. We can further simplify A
(1, f )
1 by
exploiting the fact that A
(1, f )
2 vanishes after integration. Thus, we get
A
(1, f )
1 = g f s12
∫
ℓ
δ˜ (ℓ)
[(
ℓ
(+)
0
q
(+)
1,0
+
ℓ
(+)
0
q
(+)
4,0
+
2(2ℓ · p12)
2
s212− (2ℓ · p12− ı0)
2
)
M2f
(2ℓ · p1)(2ℓ · p2)
c
( f )
1
+
2s12
s212− (2ℓ · p12− ı0)
2
c
( f )
23
]
, (2.4)
which depends only on c
( f )
1 and c
( f )
23 = c
( f )
2 +c
( f )
3 . Notice that the first line in Eq. (2.4) is integrable
in four-dimensions, but the second one is UV divergent. However, this UV singularity is multiplied
by c
( f )
23 , which is proportional to (d− 4); a non-rigorous implementation of the four-dimensional
limit might lead to discrepancies in the finite parts of the amplitude.
In order to remove the ambiguities related to the four-dimensional limit, we will introduce a
local renormalization counter-term. Even if the full Higgs amplitude is UV finite, Eq. (2.4) shows
that the integrand is locally singular in the high-energy region. The local UV counter-term is
2
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obtained by expanding the dual integrand around the UV propagator, as explained in Refs. [1, 8].
Explicitly, we write
A
(1, f )
1,R
∣∣∣
d=4
=
(
A
(1, f )
1 −A
(1, f )
1,UV
)
d=4
, (2.5)
A
(1, f )
1,UV = −g f s12
∫
~ℓ
1
4(q
(+)
UV,0)
3
(
1+
1
(q
(+)
UV,0)
2
3µ2UV
d−4
)
c
( f )
23 , (2.6)
where the sub-leading term in the UV counter-term is defined to mimic the conventional DREG
result (i.e. A
(1, f )
1,UV = 0).
2.1 Asymptotic expansions
Another important feature of the LTD approach is related with the possibility of performing
expansions directly at integrand level. This is due to two properties of the expressions that we
obtain. On one side, the integration measure is defined in an Euclidean space (namely, the spatial
components of the loop-momentum) which allows to define a norm for the integration variable.
On the other, we are always dealing with locally regularized expressions, that are integrable. In
consequence, we guarantee the commutativity between asymptotic expansions and integration.
In Ref. [1], we used the Higgs amplitudes at one-loop as a benchmark example to show the
feasibility of the asymptotic expansions in the LTD/FDU framework. To have an insight about how
the method works, let’s consider the limit M2f ≫ s12 and use the expansion
ℓ
(+)
0
q
(+)
1,0
=
(
1−4
(
−
2~ℓ ·~p1+~p
2
1
(2ℓ
(+)
0 )
2
))−1/2
= ∑
n=0
Γ(2n+1)
Γ2(n+1)
(
−
2~ℓ ·~p1+~p
2
1
(2ℓ
(+)
0 )
2
)n
, (2.7)
with q
(+)
1,0 =
√
(~ℓ+~p1)2+M2f and ℓ
(+)
0 =
√
~ℓ2+M2f . These expressions are valid because ℓ
(+)
0 >
M f for any value of the loop three-momentum.
Using these formulae in each term of Eq. (2.5), we manage to obtain the low and high mass
limits at integrand level in Ref. [1]. Of course, after integration, we recovered the well-known
results available in the literature [12]. In particular, we succeeded in recovering the logarithmic
factors that appear whenM f → 0, without any additional handling of the expansions.
3. Conclusions and outlook
We applied the LTD/FDU framework to tackle the computation of one-loop scattering ampli-
tudes for Higgs bosons. The compact expressions obtained for the dual contributions allowed to
achieve a universal integrand-level representation of the complete virtual amplitude. The informa-
tion related with the nature of the virtual particles inside the loop is encoded in constant coefficients
but the functional form is shared. This universality might be present even at higher-orders due to
the properties of the LTD representation. Also, we managed to remove the scheme ambiguities by
implementing a local renormalization inspired by the FDU method [13]. All the previously known
results were recovered within a pure four-dimensional framework. Another important result of our
3
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work is the possibility of an straightforward implementation of asymptotic expansions at integrand-
level. This is due to the fact that the dual integration is performed in an Euclidean space, namely
the loop three-momentum space.
Finally, we expect further simplifications of higher-order computations and asymptotic expan-
sions by exploiting the four-dimensional nature of the LTD/FDU approach.
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